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V27/S21024/EE/20160716

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instruction :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.

2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.

3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions
answer on separate page.

4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) Write a note on Cyclones and its impact on coastal life. 5
b) Define : 5

i) Weather forecast ii) Jet stream
iii) Upper Air waves iv) Hadley cell
v) Newton’s first law

c) Write a note on significance of Oceanic Islands. 5
d) Draw a neat labeled diagram for Atmospheric circulation. 5
e) Define Monsoon. Enlist world’s major Monsoon systems. Give details on Northeast

Monsoon. 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) Give an account on weather conditions associated with a warm front. 5
b) Draw neat labeled diagram with definition of Occluded front. 5
c) Define frontal depression with the process of frontogenesis. 5
d) Give an account on the passage of a frontal depression in the NH. 5
e) Draw neat labeled diagram for Frontolysis. 5

3. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) Code the following report: 5

• Ship: 9VGI, position 21°27'N, 123°20'E, course made good for last 3 hrs 056°
at 16 knots, visibility: 1 KM, wind: 082° estimated at 30 knots, Pressure:
1004.5mb, Tendency: –3.5 mb, Barograph trace: decreasing, GMT 14d 18h 14m,

• Temperature: dry 21.5°C, Wet 18.0°C, Sea 25.5°C,
• Clouds: overcast sky with few blue patches, low clouds 5/8 of sky, Cu of strong

vertical extent, Ac in chaotic sky.
• Weather: present - poor visibility due to patches of shallow fog.
• Past weather - Thunderstorms with rain
• Sea: period 08 seconds, height 2.5 meter, swell: from 065°, period 8 secs,

height 03 meters.
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b) Describe contents of weather observations sent by ships to MET offices under selected
ship category. 5

c) Explain "col". 5

d) Code the following ship's report: 5

Ship: S6PA, Position 28°21'N, 97°54'W, course made good for last 3 hrs 245° at
14 knots, visibility: 15 miles, wind: 255° estimated at 18 knots, pressure: 1023.5 mb,
Tendency: +4.4 mb, Barograph

trace:               , GMT 08d 18h 15m,

Temperature: dry 33.5°C, Wet 29.0°C, Sea 30.8°C, Clouds: total 5/8 of sky, low
clouds 3/8 of sky, base 1000m above sea, Sc not resulting from Cu, Dense Ns, Ci in
hooks progressively invading sky.

Weather: present-Thunderstorms but no precipitation at the time of observation.

Past-cloud covering more than ½ sky throughout and intermittent drizzle.

Sea: period 08 seconds, height 3.0 meter, swell: from 250°, period 10 secs, height
02 meters.

e) Explain air masses and its classification with the help of tree diagram. 5

4. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Describe contents of a weather bulletin received on board via Inmarsat-C terminal.
Describe how many different types of facsimiles are available to a vessel and what
information is provided by them? 5

b) What is a weather Station? How many different types of weather stations are there
and what kind of information is collected by each type? 5

c) What is Weather Synopsis? What are synoptic hours and what purpose do they
serve? 5

d) What is weather observing ship? What are different categories of weather observing
ships? 5

e) Define: 5

i) Frontal depression

ii) Frontolysis

iii) Line squall

iv) Occlusions

v) Air mass
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